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a b s t r a c t
Molodtsov initiated the concept of soft set theory, which can be used as a generic
mathematical tool for dealing with uncertainty. Description Logics (DLs) are a family of
knowledge representation languages which can be used to represent the terminological
knowledge of an application domain in a structured and formally well-understood way.
Nowadays, properties and semantics of ontology constructs mainly are determined by
DLs. In this paper we investigate semantic operations of multiple standard soft sets by
using domain ontologies (i.e., DL intensional knowledge bases). Concretely, we give some
semantic operations such as complement, restricted difference, extended union, restricted
intersection, restricted union, extended intersection, AND, and OR for (multiple) standard
soft sets from a semantic point of view. Especially, we also present an approach to deal
with conflict from a semantic point of view when we define these semantic operations.
Moreover, the basic properties and implementation methods of these semantic operations
under conflict are also presented and discussed.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
To solve complicated problems in economics, engineering, environmental science, medical science and social science,
methods in classical mathematics may not be successfully used because of various uncertainties arising in these
problems [1–3]. While a wide range of theories such as fuzzy set theory and rough set theory are well-known and often
useful mathematical approaches to modeling vagueness, each of these theories has its difficulties, which were pointed out
in [4]. In 1999, Molodtsov initiated soft set theory as a new mathematical tool for dealing with uncertainties which is free
from the difficulties affecting existingmethods [4]. It has been found that fuzzy sets, rough sets, and soft sets are distinct but
closely related soft computing models [5]. As is shown in [5], both fuzzy sets and rough sets may be considered as soft sets.
Thus, onemay expect that soft set theory could provide a more general mathematical framework for dealing with uncertain
data [6].
Presently, works on soft set theory are progressing rapidly. Soft set theory has a rich potential for applications in several
directions, few of which had been shown in [4]. Maji et al. [7] described the application of soft set theory to decision making
problems. Chen et al. [8] presented a new definition of soft set parameterization reduction so as to improve the soft-set-
based decisionmaking in [7]. They also pointed out the basic difference between parameterization reduction of soft sets and
attributes reduction in rough sets. Furthermore, Kong et al. [9] introduced the definition of normal parameter reduction in
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soft sets and fuzzy soft sets. To copewith fuzzy soft-set-baseddecisionmaking problems, Roy andMaji [10] presented a novel
methodof object recognition froman imprecisemultiobserver data. Themethod involves construction of a Comparison Table
from a fuzzy soft set in a parametric sense for decision making. Kong et al. [11] argued that the Roy–Maji method [10] was
incorrect and they presented a revised algorithm. Feng et al. [12] gave deeper insights into decision making based on fuzzy
soft sets. They discussed the validity of the Roy–Maji method [10] and showed its limitations. By means of level soft sets,
Feng et al. presented an adjustable approach to fuzzy soft-set-based decisionmaking. Zou and Xiao [13] presented some data
analysis approaches of soft sets under incomplete information. Xiao et al. [14] proposed a combined forecasting approach
based on fuzzy soft sets. Kalayathankal and Singh [15] presented a fuzzy approach to flood alarm prediction based on fuzzy
soft set theory.
In theoretical aspects, the concept and basic properties of soft set theory were presented in [16–20,4,21,22]. Concretely,
Maji et al. [19] introduced several algebraic operations in soft set theory and published a detail theoretical study on
soft sets. Based on the analysis of several operations on soft sets introduced in [19], Ali et al. [23] presented some new
algebraic operations for soft sets and proved that certain De Morgan’s laws hold in soft set theory with respect to these new
definitions. Maji et al. [24], Majumdar and Samanta [25] extended (standard) soft sets to fuzzy soft sets. Maji et al. [26,27]
and Xu et al. [28] extended (standard) soft sets to intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets and vague soft sets, respectively. Yang
et al. [29] presented the concept of the interval-valued fuzzy soft sets by combining the interval-valued fuzzy set and
soft set models. Jiang et al. [30] combined the interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy sets and soft sets, from which a new
soft set model, i.e., interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy soft set theory, was obtained. Aktas and Cagman [5] introduced
the basic properties of soft sets, compared soft sets to the related concepts of fuzzy sets and rough sets and gave a
definition of soft groups. Aygunoglu and Aygun [31] introduced the concept of fuzzy soft groups. Jun [32] applied soft
sets to the theory of BCK/BCI-algebras, and introduced the concept of soft BCK/BCI-algebras. Jun and Park [33] and Jun
et al. [34,35] reported the applications of soft sets in ideal theory of BCK/BCI-algebras and d-algebras. Jun et al. applied
fuzzy soft set to deal with several kinds of theories in BCK/BCI-algebras. The notions of fuzzy soft BCK/BCI-algebras,
(closed) fuzzy soft ideals and fuzzy soft p-ideals were introduced [2]. Feng et al. [1] defined soft semirings and several
related notions to establish a connection between soft sets and semirings. Xiao et al. [36] proposed the notion of exclusive
disjunctive soft sets and studied some of its operations. Qin and Hong [3] dealt with the algebraic structure of soft sets.
Feng et al. [6] investigated the problem of combining soft sets with fuzzy sets and rough sets. In general, three different
types of hybrid models were presented, which are called rough soft sets, soft rough sets, and soft rough fuzzy sets,
respectively.
Nevertheless, it is well-known that the parameters in soft sets are very simple. In other words, each parameter is only
a word or a sentence, and expressive (or complex) parameters are not considered in soft sets [37]. In order to extend the
expressive power of soft sets, Jiang et al. [37] used the concepts of Description Logics (DLs) [38–40] to act as the parameters
of soft sets. That is, an extended soft set theory based on DLs was presented in [37]. From a semantic point of view, the
parameters of soft sets have not semantics. In [37] Jiang et al. extended the soft sets with DLs. The aim is to add semantics
for the parameters of soft sets by using DLs to define the parameters. Hence, we can use a terminology (not a word or a
sentence) to define the parameters of soft sets. On the other hand, the ontology languages such as OWL Lite, OWL DL, and
OWL 2 are equivalent to DLs [38,41], therefore, from the ontology point of view, the extended soft sets presented in [37] can
also be called as ontology-based soft sets [42].
More concretely, the ontology-based soft sets in [37] are obtained by using DL-ontology (or DL knowledge base, i.e., RBox,
TBox and ABox). That is, we can translate a DL-ontology into a (ontology-based) soft set. Obviously, we have to construct a
DL-ontologywhich includes intensional knowledge (i.e., RBox and TBox) and extensional knowledge (i.e., ABox) firstly. Then
we can get a (ontology-based) soft set. However, in practical applications of soft sets, users may not like or do not need to
build the ABox of DL-ontology. For example, if the users already have multiple standard soft sets and hope to continue to
use these soft sets, then it is very obvious that they do not need to build the ABox.
The purpose of the present paper is to investigate semantic operations of multiple standard soft sets by using domain
ontology (i.e., DL-RBox and DL-TBox). Concretely, we will give some operations such as intersection, union, difference for
multiple standard soft sets from a semantic point of view. Especially, we will also present an approach to deal with conflict
from a semantic point of view when we define these semantic operations. For example, in a soft set ϖ1 the house h is
expensive and in a soft setϖ2 the house h is cheap. In this situation, we cannot merge the soft setsϖ1 andϖ2 by using the
union operation of soft set theory directly, since it is obvious that there exists a conflict for h.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The following section provides some motivating examples. In Section 3,
we briefly review some background on ontologies, DLs and soft sets. In Section 4, we present some semantic operations
for soft sets by using ontology (i.e., DL) reasoning and discuss their properties. Section 5 discusses the implementation
problem of semantic operations. Finally, in Section 6, we draw the conclusion and present some topics for future
research.
2. Motivating examples
In order to illustrate semantic operations for multiple standard soft sets using domain ontology, we provide some
motivating examples. First, let us continue to consider the Purchase Houses problem presented in [5,23,8,12,37,19,4].
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Example 1. Suppose that there are two soft sets (F , A) and (G, B) over the initial universe U = {h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6} in two
different Real Estate Companies as follows:
(F , A) = {(expensive, {h1, h2, h5, h6}), (beautiful, {h1, h2, h3, h6}), (large, {h2, h3, h4, h5}), (convenient traffic, {h3, h4, h5,
h6}), (in the green surroundings, {h1, h3, h4, h6})}.
(G, B)= {(cheap, {h2, h3, h4}), (beautiful, {h1, h2, h3, h5}), (large, {h1, h3, h4, h5}), (convenient traffic, {h2, h4, h5, h6}), (in the
green surroundings, {h1, h3, h5, h6})}.
If we merge the soft sets (F , A) and (G, B) by using the union operation of standard soft set theory (see [23,19,4] for more
details), then a soft set (H, C) is obtained as follows:
(H, C) = {(expensive, {h1, h2, h5, h6}), (cheap, {h2, h3, h4}), (beautiful, {h1, h2, h3, h5, h6}), (large, {h1, h2, h3, h4, h5}),
(convenient traffic, {h2, h3, h4, h5, h6}), (in the green surroundings, {h1, h3, h4, h5, h6})}.
Obviously, the resultant soft set (H, C) is not correct from a semantics point of view since there exists a conflict (i.e., h2 ∈
expensive and h2 ∈ cheap) in (H, C). The correctly resultant soft set (H, C) should be as follows:
(H, C) = {(expensive, {h1, h2, h5, h6}), (beautiful, {h1, h2, h3, h5, h6}), (large, {h1, h2, h3, h4, h5}), (convenient traffic,
{h2, h3, h4, h5, h6}), (in the green surroundings, {h1, h3, h4, h5, h6})} from the point of view of the soft set (F , A), or
(H, C)= {(cheap, {h2, h3, h4}), (beautiful, {h1, h2, h3, h5, h6}), (large, {h1, h2, h3, h4, h5}), (convenient traffic, {h2, h3, h4, h5,
h6}), (in the green surroundings, {h1, h3, h4, h5, h6})} from the point of view of the soft set (G, B).
Example 2. Let us continue to consider the PurchaseHouses Problempresented in [5,23,8,12,37,19,4]. Nowwe also consider
that Mr. X is going to buy a house. Suppose that there are two different soft sets (F , A) and (G, B) over the initial universe
U = {h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6} in different Real Estate Companies as follows:
(F , A)= {(expensive, {h1, h2, h5, h6}), (beautiful, {h1, h2, h3, h6}), (large, {h2, h3, h4, h5}), (convenient traffic, {h3, h4, h5, h6}),
(in the green surroundings, {h1, h3, h4, h6})}.
(G, B) = {(costly, {h1, h2, h4, h5}), (pretty, {h2, h3, h5, h6}), (wooden, {h1, h3, h4, h6}), (convenient communications,
{h2, h3, h4, h5}), (in the green surroundings, {h1, h2, h5, h6})}.
In order to help Mr. X to make decision, firstly we have to merge the soft sets (F , A) and (G, B), that is, we must obtain a
soft set (H, C) from (F , A) and (G, B) using the union operation of standard soft set theory. If we adopt the union operation
of standard soft set theory (see [23,19,4] for more details), the soft set (H, C) is as follows:
(H, C)= {(expensive, {h1, h2, h5,h6}), (beautiful, {h1, h2, h3, h6}), (large, {h2, h3, h4, h5}), (convenient traffic, {h3, h4, h5, h6}),
(in the green surroundings, {h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6}), (costly, {h1, h2, h4, h5}), (pretty, {h2, h3, h5, h6}), (wooden, {h1, h3, h4, h6}),
(convenient communications, {h2, h3, h4, h5})}.
Obviously, the above given soft set (H, C) is not correct from a semantics point of view since there exist some semantic
relations between parameters of (F , A) and parameters of (G, B). For example, expensive ≡ costly, beautiful ≡ pretty, and
convenient traffic ≡ convenient communications. Thus, the correct (H, C) should be as follows:
(H, C) = {(expensive, {h1, h2, h4, h5, h6}), (beautiful, {h1, h2, h3, h5, h6}), (large, {h2, h3, h4, h5}), (convenient traffic,
{h2, h3, h4, h5, h6}), (in the green surroundings, {h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6}), (wooden, {h1, h3, h4, h6})}.
To cope with the situations mentioned in Examples 1 and 2, we have to provide some novel approaches to deal with
multiple standard soft sets with conflict from a semantics point of view. The purpose of the present paper is to provide
some semantic operations for multiple standard soft sets with conflict by using ontology (i.e., DL) reasoning.
3. Preliminaries
For completeness of presentation and convenience of subsequent discussions, in the current section we will briefly
recall some basic notions of ontologies, DLs and soft sets. See especially [5,23,38,37,19,4] for further details and
properties.
3.1. Ontologies and description logics
Ontologies, defined as ‘‘formal, explicit specifications of a shared conceptualization’’ [43], encode machine-interpretable
descriptions of the concepts and the relations in a domain using abstractions as class, role or instance, which are qualified
using logical axioms. Nowadays, properties and semantics of ontology constructs mainly are determined by Description
Logics (DLs) [38–40], a family of logics for representing structured knowledge which have proved to be very useful as
ontology languages [44]. Formally, an ontology is a triple O = ⟨RB, T B,AB⟩, where RB (the Role Box or RBox) and
T B (the Terminological Box or TBox) comprise the intensional knowledge, i.e., general knowledge about the world to
be described (statements about roles and concepts, respectively), and AB (the Assertional Box or ABox) the extensional
knowledge, i.e., particular knowledge about a specific instantiation of this world (statements about individuals in terms of
concepts and roles) [44].
In the following, we introduce the DLALC [45], which is a significant representative of DLs. It should be noted that the
ontology-based semantic operations for multiple soft sets (see Section 4) is not restricted to ALC. It applies to arbitrary
(decidable) DLs, provided that the DL allows for negation.
Weassume three alphabets of symbols, called atomic concepts (denotedbyA), atomic roles (denotedbyR) and individuals
(denoted by a and b).
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A concept (denoted by C and D) of the languageALC is built out of atomic concepts according to the following syntax
rules:
C,D → ⊤|(top concept)
⊥|(bottom concept)
A|(atomic concept)
¬C |(concept negation)
C ⊓ D|(concept conjunction)
C ⊔ D|(concept disjunction)
∃R.C |(existential quantification)
∀R.C |(universal quantification).
From a semantic point of view, concepts are interpreted as subsets of an abstract domain, while roles are interpreted as
binary relations over such a domain. More precisely, an interpretation I = (∆I , •I) consists of a domain of interpretation
∆I , and an interpretation function •I mapping every atomic concept A to a subset of∆I and every atomic role R to a subset
of∆I ×∆I .
The interpretation function •I is extended to complex concepts of ALC (note that in ALC roles are always atomic) as
follows:
• AI ⊆ ∆I ;
• RI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I ;
• ⊤I = ∆I ;
• ⊥I = φ;
• (¬C)I = ∆I \ C I ;
• (C ⊓ D)I = C I ∩ DI ;
• (C ⊔ D)I = C I ∪ DI ;
• (∃R.C)I = {x ∈ ∆I |∃y ∈ ∆I , ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ C I};
• (∀R.C)I = {x ∈ ∆I |∀y ∈ ∆I , ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ RI → y ∈ C I}.
AnALC TBox T B consists of a finite set of general concept inclusion (GCI) axioms of the form C ⊑ D, which means that
concept C is more specific than D, i.e., D subsumes C . A concept definition C ≡ D (C and D are equivalent) is an abbreviation
of the pair of axioms C ⊑ D and D ⊑ C . In T B the interpretations of concepts can be restricted to the models of T B. Based
on this model-theoretic semantics, concepts can be checked for unsatisfiability: whether they are necessarily interpreted
as the empty set. Another useful semantic implication is subsumption of two concepts C and D (a subset relation C I and DI
w.r.t. all models I of T B) denoted by T B |H C ⊑ D.
An ALC ABox AB consists of a finite set of assertions about individuals. An assertion is either a concept assertion
C(a) (meaning that a is an instance of C) or a role assertion R(a, b) (meaning (a, b) is an instance of R). The semantics is a
straightforward extension of the previous definition: an interpretation I is a model for a assertion C(a) and R(a, b) if and
only if aI ∈ C I and (aI , bI) ∈ RI .
In ALC there is no RBox RB, since no axioms involving roles are allowed. In more expressive DLs such as
SROIQ [46,41], RB consists of a finite set of role axioms stating restrictions as subsumption, transitivity, cardinality,
etc [44].
A DL-ontology not only stores axioms and assertions, but also offers some reasoning services, such as KB satisfiability (or
consistency), concept satisfiability, subsumption or instance checking.
Regarding more expressive DLs, the interested reader is referred to the handbook [38].
3.2. Soft sets
Throughout this paper U refers to an initial universe, E is a set of parameters, P (U) is the power set of U , and A ⊆ E.
Formally, Molodtsov [4] defined the soft set in the following way:
A pair (F , A) is called a soft set over U , where F is a mapping given by F : A → P (U).
Usually, parameters are attributes, characteristics, or properties of objects in U [23]. Concretely, the set of parameters E
consists of word or sentence.
In other words, a soft set overU is a parameterized family of subsets of the universeU . For ε ∈ E, F(ε)may be considered
as the set of ε-elements of the soft set (F , A), or as the set of ε-approximate elements of the soft set [5,4]. Clearly, a soft set
is not a set in ordinary sense. For illustration, Molodtsov considered several examples in [4]. Similar examples were also
discussed in [5,19].
For two soft sets (F , A) and (G, B) over U , (F , A) is called a soft subset of (G, B) [19] if
(1) A ⊆ B and
(2) ∀ε ∈ A, F (ε) and G (ε) are identical approximations.
This relationship is denoted by (F , A) b (G, B).
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Similarly, (F , A) is called a soft superset of (G, B) if (G, B) is a soft subset of (F , A). This relationship is denoted by
(F , A) c (G, B).
Two soft sets (F , A) and (G, B) over U are called soft equal if (F , A) is a soft subset of (G, B) and (G, B) is a soft subset of
(F , A) [19].
Let E= {e1, e2, . . . , en} be a set of parameters. TheNOT set of E denoted by ⌉E is defined by ⌉E= {⌉e1, ⌉e2, . . . , ⌉en}where
⌉ei = not ei,∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. The complement of a soft set (F , A) is denoted by (F , A)c and is defined by (F , A)c = (F c, ⌉A),
where F c : ⌉A → P(U) is a mapping given by F c(α) = U − F(⌉α),∀α ∈⌉A [19].
The union of two soft sets (F , A) and (G, B) over U is the soft set (H, C), where C = A ∪ B and ∀ε ∈ C ,
H(ε) =
F(ε), if ε ∈ A− B
G(ε), if ε ∈ B− A
F(ε) ∪ G(ε), if ε ∈ A ∩ B.
This relationship is denoted by (F , A) uniondbl (G, B) = (H, C) [19].
The extended intersection of two soft sets (F , A) and (G, B) over a common universe U is the soft set (H, C), where
C = A ∪ B, ∀ε ∈ C ,
H(ε) =
F(ε), if ε ∈ A− B
G(ε), if ε ∈ B− A
F(ε) ∩ G(ε), if ε ∈ A ∩ B.
We write (F , A) eE (G, B) = (H, C) [23].
In addition, we may sometimes adopt a different definition of intersection given as follows.
Let (F , A) and (G, B) be two soft sets over the same universe U such that A ∩ B ≠ φ. The restricted intersection of
(F , A) and (G, B) is denoted by (F , A)eR(G, B), and is defined as (F , A)eR(G, B) = (H, C), where C = A ∩ B and for all
ε ∈ C,H(ε) = F(ε)∩G(ε). The restricted union of (F , A) and (G, B) is denoted by (F , A) uniondblR(G, B) = (H, C), where C = A∩B
and for all ε ∈ C,H(ε) = F(ε) ∪ G(ε). The restricted difference of (F , A) and (G, B) is denoted by (F , A) ⌣R(G, B) = (H, C),
where C = A ∩ B and for all ε ∈ C,H(ε) = F(ε)− G(ε), the difference of the sets F(ε) and G(ε) [23].
The relative complement of a soft set (F , A) is denoted by (F , A)r and is defined by (F , A)r = (F r , A), where F r : A → P (U)
is a mapping given by F r(α) = U − F(α),∀α ∈ A [23].
Let U be an initial universe set, E be the universe set of parameters, and A ⊂ E. (F , A) is called a relative null soft set (with
respect to the parameter set A), denoted byΦA, if F(ε) = φ for all ε ∈ A. (G, A) is called a relativewhole soft set (with respect
to the parameter set A), denoted byΩA, if F(ε) = U for all ε ∈ A. The relative whole soft setΩE with respect to the universe
set of parameters E is called the absolute soft set over U . Clearly, (F , A)r = ΩE ⌣R(F , A) and ((F , A)r)r = (F , A) [23].
Regarding the mathematical properties of soft-set-theoretic operations, the interested reader is referred to [23,19] for
more details.
4. Semantic operations under conflict
In this section, we present some semantic operations for multiple soft sets under conflict by using ontology (i.e., DL)
reasoning and discuss some properties w.r.t. these semantic operations. We first define the notion of conflict from a
semantics point of view. We then provide some semantic operations for multiple soft sets under conflict.
4.1. Conflict
Definition 1. Let O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be a domain ontology (i.e., DL-ontology), (F , A) and (G, B) be two soft sets over U . There
exists a conflict between (F , A) and (G, B) iff both of the following conditions hold:
(1) there exist two parameters ε1 ∈ A and ε2 ∈ B such that O |H ε1 ≡ ¬ε2, and
(2) there exists an element o ∈ U such that o ∈ F(ε1) and o ∈ G(ε2).
There are two remarks here. Firstly, it is possible that there exist several conflicts between two soft sets (see Example 3).
Secondly, to determine whether a conflict exists between two soft sets (F , A) and (G, B), form Definition 1 we know that
the parameters of (F , A) and (G, B) (i.e., the elements of A and B) must be defined in the ontology O. In other words, the
parameters of (F , A) and (G, B) must be some concepts (i.e., classes) of O. Obviously, we need a comprehensive domain
ontology in advance in order to decide the conflicts between two soft sets.
Example 3. Suppose that there are two soft sets (F , A) and (G, B) over the initial universe U = {h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6} in two
different Real Estate Companies as follows:
(F , A)= {(expensive, {h1, h2, h5, h6}), (beautiful, {h1, h2, h3, h6}), (large, {h2, h3, h4, h5}), (convenient traffic, {h3, h4, h5, h6}),
(in the green surroundings, {h1, h3, h4, h6})}.
(G, B) = {(cheap, {h2, h3, h4}), (beautiful, {h1, h2, h3, h5}), (small, {h1, h2, h3, h6}), (convenient traffic, {h2, h4, h5, h6}), (in
the green surroundings, {h1, h3, h5, h6})}.
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On the other hand, assume that there exists a domain ontology O as follows:
O = ⟨RB, T B⟩, whereRB = φ, and
T B = {expensive ≡ ¬cheap, large ≡ ¬small}.
Obviously, O |H expensive≡ ¬cheap and O |H large≡ ¬small.
Since h2 ∈ F (expensive) and h2 ∈ G(cheap); h2 ∈ F (large) and h2 ∈ G(small); and h3 ∈ F (large) and h3 ∈ G(small), thus,
there are three conflicts between (F , A) and (G, B).
To implement the semantic operations of multiple soft sets under conflict, we have to find the conflicted parameters
CPSϖ and CPSω of two soft setsϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) firstly. The approach is as follows.
Algorithm 1. Find the conflicted parameters of two soft sets
Input: A domain ontology O, two soft setsϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) over U , where
A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} and B = {b1, b2, . . . , bm}
Output: Two conflicted parameter sets CPSϖ and CPSω
CPSϖ := φ, CPSω := φ
forall parameters {a1, a2, . . . , an} in A do
forall parameters {b1, b2, . . . , bm} in B do
if (1) there exist ai and bj (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m) such that O |H ai ≡ ¬bj, and
(2) there exist an element o ∈ U such that o ∈ F(ai) and o ∈ G(bj) then
CPSϖ := CPSϖ + {ai}, CPSω := CPSω + {bj}
endif
endfor
endfor
Example 4 (Example 3 Cont’d). Consider the two soft sets ϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) defined in Example 3. By
Algorithm 1, we have that CPSϖ = {expensive, large} and CPSω = {cheap, small}.
4.2. Semantic operations
We define the semantic operations of multiple soft sets under conflict.
Definition 2. Given two sets of decision parametersM1 = {C1, C2, . . . , Cm} andM2 = {D1,D2, . . . ,Dn}, where Ci (1 ≤ i ≤
m) and Dj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) are concepts of a domain ontology O = ⟨RB, T B⟩. If ∀Ci ∈ M1, there exists Dj ∈ M2 satisfies
O |H Ci ≡ Dj (denoted by Ci ≡ Dj), then we say thatM1 is a logical subset ofM2 (denoted byM1⊆L M2).
IfM1⊆L M2 andM2⊆L M1, then we say thatM1 andM2 are logical equivalent (denoted byM1=L M2).
The logical intersection ofM1 andM2 (denoted byM1 ∩ LM2) is defined as follows:M1 ∩L M2 = {E ∈ M1|∃Dj ∈ M2,O |H
E ≡ Dj}. Obviously, we also may defined the logical intersection as follows:M1 ∩L M2 = {E ∈ M2|∃Ci ∈ M1, O |H E ≡ Ci}. It
is easy to know that these two definitions are equivalent (i.e., {E ∈ M1|∃Dj ∈ M2, O |H E ≡ Dj} = L{E ∈ M2|∃Ci ∈ M1, O |H
E ≡ Ci}). In this paper, we use the first definition.
The logical union ofM1 andM2 (denoted byM1 ∪L M2) is defined as follows:M1 ∪L M2 = M1 ∪M2 − (M2 ∩L M1).
The logical difference ofM1 andM2 (denoted byM1−L M2) is defined as follows:M1−L M2 = M1 − (M1 ∩L M2).
Example 5. Given two sets of decision parameters M1 = {expensive, beautiful, large, convenient traffic, in the green
surroundings} andM2 = {costly, pretty, convenient communications, in the green environment}.
Suppose that a domain ontology O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ is as follows:
RB = φ, and
T B = {expensive ≡ costly, beautiful ≡ pretty, convenient traffic ≡ convenient communications, in the green surroundings
≡ in the green environment}.
By Definition 2, we have thatM2⊆L M1.
If we assume thatM1 = {expensive, beautiful, large, convenient traffic, in the green surroundings} andM2 = {costly, pretty,
wooden, convenient communications, in the green environment}, by Definition 2, we have the following
M1 ∩L M2 = {expensive, beautiful, convenient traffic, in the green surroundings}.
M1 ∪L M2 = M1 ∪M2 − (M2 ∩L M1)
= {expensive, beautiful, large, convenient traffic, in the green surroundings, wooden}.
M1−L M2 = M1 − (M1 ∩L M2)
= {large}.
Definition 3. For two soft sets (F , A) and (G, B) over U , we say that (F , A) is a soft subset of (G, B) if
(i) A⊆L B, and
(ii) ∀ε1 ∈ A, ε2 ∈ B, if ε1 ≡ ε2, then F(ε1) and G(ε2) are identical approximations, i.e., F(ε1) = G(ε2).
We write (F , A) b (G, B).
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We can define the notions of soft superset and soft equal similarly (see Section 3.2).
Definition 4. Let M = {ε1, ε2, . . . , εm} be a set of parameters (i.e., concepts in DL-ontology). The NOT set of M denoted
by ⌉M is defined by ⌉M = {¬ε1,¬ε2, . . . ,¬εm}, where ¬ is the negation constructor of DLs [38]. We define ¬(ε1, ε2) =
(¬ε1,¬ε2).
Theorem 1 ([37]). For any two sets of parameters (i.e., concepts in DL-ontology) M and N, the following properties are satisfied:
(1) ⌉(⌉M)=L M;
(2) ⌉(M ∪L N)=L(⌉M ∪L⌉N);
(3) ⌉(M ∩L N)=L(⌉M ∩L⌉N);
(4) ⌉(M −L N)=L(⌉M −L⌉N).
Definition 5. The complement of a soft set (F , A) over U is denoted by (F , A)c and is defined by (F , A)c = (F c, ⌉A), where
F c : ⌉A → P (U) is a mapping given by F c(ε) = U − F (¬ε),∀ε ∈ ⌉A.
Clearly, ((F , A)c)c = (F , A).
Let (F , A) and (G, B) be two soft sets over U . It is possible that there exists conflict between (F , A) and (G, B), thus, we
need to redefine the extended union operations of soft sets.
Definition 6. Letϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U . Let O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be a domain ontology (i.e., DL-
ontology). If there does not exist conflict between (F , A) and (G, B), i.e., CPSϖ = φ and CPSω = φ, then the extended union
of (F , A) and (G, B) is the soft set (H, C), where C = A∪L B and ∀ε ∈ C ,
H(ε) =
F(ε), if ε ∈ A− L B
G(ε), if ε ∈ B− L A
F(ε) ∪ G(ε), if ε ∈ A∩L B,
where if ε ∈ A∩L B, then we have G(ε) = G(e), e ∈ B,O |H ε ≡ e.
This relationship is denoted by (F , A)uniondblE (G, B) = (H, C).
Definition 7. Let ϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U . Let O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be a domain ontology. If there
exists conflict between (F , A) and (G, B), i.e., CPSϖ ≠ φ and CPSω ≠ φ, then the extended union of (F , A) and (G, B) from the
point of view of the soft set (F , A) is the soft set (H, C), where C = A∪L(B− CPSω) and ∀ε ∈ C ,
H(ε) =
F(ε), if ε ∈ A− L (B− CPSω)
G(ε), if ε ∈ (B− CPSω)− L A
F(ε) ∪ G(ε), if ε ∈ A∩L (B− CPSω),
where if ε ∈ A∩L(B− CPSω), then we have G(ε) = G(e), e ∈ B− CPSω, O |H ε ≡ e.
This relationship is denoted by (F , A)uniondblEF (G, B) = (H, C).
Definition 8. Let ϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U . Let O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be a domain ontology. If there
exists conflict between (F , A) and (G, B), i.e., CPSϖ ≠ φ and CPSω ≠ φ, then the extended union of (F , A) and (G, B) from the
point of view of the soft set (G, B) is the soft set (H, C), where C = (A− CPSϖ )∪L B and ∀ε ∈ C ,
H(ε) =
F(ε), if ε ∈ (A− CPSϖ )− L B
G(ε), if ε ∈ B− L (A− CPSϖ )
F(ε) ∪ G(ε), if ε ∈ (A− CPSϖ )∩L B,
where if ε ∈ (A− CPSϖ )∩L B, then we have G(ε) = G(e), e ∈ B, O |H ε ≡ e.
This relationship is denoted by (F , A)uniondblES(G, B) = (H, C).
Obviously, if CPSϖ = φ and CPSω = φ, then we have that (F , A)uniondblE (G, B) = (F , A)uniondblEF (G, B) = (F , A) uniondblES(G, B).
Example 6. Letϖ = (F , A) be the soft set in Example 3, ω = (G, B) be a soft set as follows:
(G, B) = {(cheap, {h2, h3, h4}), (pretty, {h1, h2, h3, h5}), (small, {h1, h2, h3, h6}), (convenient communications, {h4, h5, h6}),
(in the green environment, {h1, h3, h6}), (wooden, {h1, h3, h4, h6})}.
Suppose that a domain ontology O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ is as follows:
RB = φ, and
T B = {expensive ≡ costly, beautiful ≡ pretty, convenient traffic ≡ convenient communications, in the green surroundings
≡ in the green environment, expensive≡¬ cheap, large≡ ¬ small}.
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By Algorithm 1, we know that CPSϖ = {expensive, large} and CPSω = {cheap, small} (see Example 4). Therefore, we have
the following
(F , A)uniondblEF (G, B) = (H, C), where C = A∪L(B − CPSω) = {expensive, beautiful, large, convenient traffic, in the green
surroundings, wooden} and H is defined as follows:
H(expensive) = {h1, h2, h5, h6}, H(beautiful) = {h1, h2, h3, h5, h6}, H(large) = {h2, h3, h4, h5}, H(convenient traf-
fic)= {h3, h4, h5, h6}, H(in the green surroundings)= {h1, h3, h4, h6}, and H(wooden)= {h1, h3, h4, h6}.
(F , A)uniondblES(G, B) = (H, C), where C = (A − CPSϖ )∪L B = {beautiful, convenient traffic, in the green surroundings, cheap,
small, wooden} and H is defined as follows:
H(beautiful) = {h1, h2, h3, h5, h6}, H(convenient traffic) = {h3, h4, h5, h6}, H(in the green surroundings) = {h1, h3, h4, h6},
H(cheap)= {h2, h3, h4}, H(small)= {h1, h2, h3, h6}, and H(wooden)= {h1, h3, h4, h6}.
Example 7. Suppose that there are two soft sets ϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) about papers over the initial universe
U = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6} in two different information systems as follows:
(F , A) = {(Web ontology languages, {p1, p2, p4, p6}), (soft sets, {p1, p2, p5, p6}), (decision making, {p2, p3, p4}), (high level,
{p2, p3, p5, p6}), (high impact factor, {p1, p3, p5, p6})}.
(G, B) = {(description logics, {p2, p3, p4}), (soft set theory, {p1, p2, p5}), (semantics, {p1, p2, p3, p4}), (low level,
{p1, p2, p4, p6}), (low impact factor, {p1, p2, p5})}.
Suppose that a domain ontology O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ is as follows:
RB = φ, and
T B = {Web ontology languages≡ description logics, soft sets≡ soft set theory, high level≡ ¬ low level, high impact factor
≡¬ low impact factor}.
By Algorithm 1, we know that CPSϖ = {high level, high impact factor} and CPSω = {low level, low impact factor}. Therefore,
we have the following
(F , A)uniondblEF (G, B) = (H, C), where C = A∪L(B − CPSω) = {Web ontology languages, soft sets, decision making, high level,
high impact factor, semantics} and H is defined as follows:
H(Web ontology languages)= {p1, p2, p3, p4, p6}, H(soft sets)= {p1, p2, p5, p6}, H(decision making)= {p2, p3, p4}, H(high
level)= {p2, p3, p5, p6}, H(high impact factor)= {p1, p3, p5, p6}, and H(semantics)= {p1, p2, p3, p4}.
(F , A)uniondblES(G, B) = (H, C), where C = (A − CPSϖ )∪L B = {Web ontology languages, soft sets, decision making, semantics,
low level, low impact factor} and H is defined as follows:
H(Web ontology languages) = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p6}, H(soft sets) = {p1, p2, p5, p6}, H(decision making) = {p2, p3, p4},
H(semantics)= {p1, p2, p3, p4}, H(low level)= {p1, p2, p4, p6}, and H(low impact factor)= {p1, p2, p5}.
Definition 9. Letϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U such that A∩L B ≠ φ. Let O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be a domain
ontology. The restricted union of (F , A) and (G, B) is denoted by (F , A) uniondblR(G, B) = (H, C), where C = A∩L B and for all
ε ∈ C,H(ε) = F(ε) ∪ G(ε), where G(ε) = G(e), e ∈ B,O |H ε ≡ e.
Example 8. Letϖ = (F , A) be the soft set in Example 3, ω = (G, B) be the soft set in Example 6, and O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be
the domain ontology in Example 6.
(F , A)uniondblR(G, B) = (H, C), where C = A∩L B= {beautiful, convenient traffic, in the green surroundings} and H is defined as
follows:
H(beautiful)= {h1, h2, h3, h5, h6}, H(convenient traffic)= {h3, h4, h5, h6}, H(in the green surroundings)= {h1, h3, h4, h6}.
Example 9. Letϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be the soft sets in Example 7, and O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be the domain ontology in
Example 7.
(F , A)uniondblR(G, B) = (H, C), where C = A∩L B= {Web ontology languages, soft sets} and H is defined as follows:
H(Web ontology languages)= {p1, p2, p3, p4, p6}, H(soft sets)= {p1, p2, p5, p6}.
Similarly to the definitions of the extended union operations, we need to redefine the extended intersection operations
of soft sets.
Definition 10. Letϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U . Let O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be a domain ontology. If there
does not exist conflict between (F , A) and (G, B), i.e., CPSϖ = φ and CPSω = φ, then the extended intersection of (F , A) and
(G, B) is the soft set (H, C), where C = A∪L B and ∀ε ∈ C ,
H(ε) =
F(ε), if ε ∈ A− L B
G(ε), if ε ∈ B− L A
F(ε) ∩ G(ε), if ε ∈ A∩L B,
where if ε ∈ A∩L B, then we have G(ε) = G(e), e ∈ B, O |H ε ≡ e.
We write (F , A)eE (G, B) = (H, C).
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Definition 11. Letϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U . Let O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be a domain ontology. If there
exists conflict between (F , A) and (G, B), i.e., CPSϖ ≠ φ and CPSω ≠ φ, then the extended intersection of (F , A) and (G, B)
from the point of view of the soft set (F , A) is the soft set (H, C), where C = A∪L(B− CPSω) and ∀ε ∈ C ,
H(ε) =
F(ε), if ε ∈ A− L (B− CPSω)
G(ε), if ε ∈ (B− CPSω)− L A
F(ε) ∩ G(ε), if ε ∈ A∩L (B− CPSω),
where if ε ∈ A∩L(B− CPSω), then we have G(ε) = G(e), e ∈ B− CPSω,O |H ε ≡ e.
We write (F , A) eEF (G, B) = (H, C).
Definition 12. Letϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U . Let O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be a domain ontology. If there
exists conflict between (F , A) and (G, B), i.e., CPSϖ ≠ φ and CPSω ≠ φ, then the extended intersection of (F , A) and (G, B)
from the point of view of the soft set (G, B) is the soft set (H, C), where C = (A− CPSϖ )∪L B and ∀ε ∈ C ,
H(ε) =
F(ε), if ε ∈ (A− CPSϖ )− L B
G(ε), if ε ∈ B− L (A− CPSϖ )
F(ε) ∩ G(ε), if ε ∈ (A− CPSϖ )∩L B,
where if ε ∈ (A− CPSϖ )∩L B, then we have G(ε) = G(e), e ∈ B,O |H ε ≡ e.
We write (F , A) eES(G, B) = (H, C).
Clearly, if CPSϖ = φ and CPSω = φ, then we have that (F , A) eE (G, B) = (F , A)eEF (G, B) = (F , A)eES(G, B).
Example 10. Letϖ = (F , A) be the soft set in Example 3, ω = (G, B) be the soft set in Example 6, and O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be
the domain ontology in Example 6.
Since CPSϖ = {expensive, large} and CPSω = {cheap, small} (see Example 4). Thus, we have the following
(F , A) eEF (G, B) = (H, C), where C = A∪L(B − CPSω) = {expensive, beautiful, large, convenient traffic, in the green
surroundings, wooden} and H is defined as follows:
H(expensive)= {h1, h2, h5, h6}, H (beautiful)= {h1, h2, h3}, H(large)= {h2, h3, h4, h5},H(convenient traffic)= {h4, h5, h6},
H(in the green surroundings)= {h1, h3, h6}, and H(wooden)= {h1, h3, h4, h6}.
(F , A) eES(G, B) = (H, C), where C = (A − CPSϖ )∪L B = {beautiful, convenient traffic, in the green surroundings, cheap,
small, wooden} and H is defined as follows:
H(beautiful)= {h1, h2, h3},H(convenient traffic)= {h4, h5, h6},H(in the green surroundings)= {h1, h3, h6},H(cheap)= {h2,
h3, h4}, H(small)= {h1, h2, h3, h6}, and H(wooden)= {h1, h3, h4, h6}.
Definition 13. Letϖ = (F , A) andω = (G, B) be two soft sets overU such that A∩L B ≠ φ. LetO = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be a domain
ontology. The restricted intersection of (F , A) and (G, B) is denoted by (F , A) eR(G, B), and is defined as (F , A)eR(G, B) =
(H, C), where C = A∩L B and for all ε ∈ C,H(ε) = F(ε) ∩ G(ε), where G(ε) = G(e), e ∈ B,O |H ε ≡ e.
Example 11. Letϖ = (F , A) be the soft set in Example 3, ω = (G, B) be the soft set in Example 6, and O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be
the domain ontology in Example 6.
(F , A) eR(G, B) = (H, C), where C = A∩L B= {beautiful, convenient traffic, in the green surroundings} and H is defined as
follows:
H(beautiful)= {h1, h2, h3}, H(convenient traffic)= {h4, h5, h6}, H(in the green surroundings)= {h1, h3, h6}.
Definition 14. Let ϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U such that A∩L B ≠ φ. Let O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be a
domain ontology. The restricted difference of (F , A) and (G, B) is denoted by (F , A) ⌣R(G, B) = (H, C), where C = A∩L B
and for all ε ∈ C,H(ε) = F(ε)− G(ε) (the difference of the sets F(ε) and G(ε)), where G(ε) = G(e), e ∈ B,O |H ε ≡ e.
Example 12. Letϖ = (F , A) be the soft set in Example 3, ω = (G, B) be the soft set in Example 6, and O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be
the domain ontology in Example 6.
(F , A) ⌣R(G, B) = (H, C), where C = A∩L B= {beautiful, convenient traffic, in the green surroundings} and H is defined as
follows:
H(beautiful) = {h6}, H(convenienttraffic) = {h3}, H(inthegreensurroundings) = {h4}.
Definition 15. Let U be an initial domain set,Σ be the universe set of parameters, and A⊂LΣ . (F , A) is called a relative null
soft set (with respect to the parameter set A), denoted byΦA, if F(ε) = φ for all ε ∈ A. (G, A) is called a relative whole soft set
(with respect to the parameter set A), denoted byΩA, if F(ε) = U for all ε ∈ A. The relative whole soft setΩΣ with respect
to the universe set of parametersΣ is called the absolute soft set over U .
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Definition 16. The relative complement of a soft set (F , A) is denoted by (F , A)r and is defined by (F , A)r = (F r , A), where
F r : A → P(U) is a mapping given by F r(ε) = U − F(ε), ∀ε ∈ A.
Clearly, (F , A)r = ΩΣ ⌣R (F , A) and ((F , A)r)r = (F , A).
Example 13. Letϖ = (F , A) be the soft set in Example 7.
(F , A)r = (F r , A), where F r is defined as follows:
F r (Web ontology languages) = U − F (Web ontology languages) = U − {p1, p2, p4, p6} = {p3, p5}, F r (soft sets) = {p3, p4},
F r (decision making)= {p1, p5, p6}, F r (high level)= {p1, p4}, F r (high impact factor)= {p2, p4}.
Definition 17. Let ϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U . If there does not exist conflict between (F , A) and
(G, B), i.e., CPSϖ = φ and CPSω = φ, then ‘‘(F , A) AND (G, B)’’ denoted by (F , A) ∧ (G, B) is defined by (F , A) ∧ (G, B) =
(H, A× B), where H(ε1, ε2) = F(ε1) ∩ G(ε2), ∀(ε1, ε2) ∈ A× B.
Definition 18. Letϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U . If there exists conflict between (F , A) and (G, B), i.e.,
CPSϖ ≠ φ and CPSω ≠ φ, then ‘‘(F , A) AND (G, B) from the point of view of the soft set (F , A)’’ denoted by (F , A)∧F (G, B) is
defined by (F , A)∧F (G, B) = (H, A× (B− CPSω)), where H(ε1, ε2) = F(ε1) ∩ G(ε2), ∀(ε1, ε2) ∈ A× (B− CPSω).
Definition 19. Letϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U . If there exists conflict between (F , A) and (G, B), i.e.,
CPSϖ ≠ φ and CPSω ≠ φ, then ‘‘(F , A) AND (G, B) from the point of view of the soft set (G, B)’’ denoted by (F , A)∧S(G, B) is
defined by (F , A)∧S(G, B) = (H, (A− CPSϖ )× B), where H(ε1, ε2) = F(ε1) ∩ G(ε2),∀(ε1, ε2) ∈ (A− CPSϖ )× B.
Obviously, if CPSϖ = φ and CPSω = φ, then we have that (F , A) ∧ (G, B) = (F , A)∧F (G, B) = (F , A)∧S(G, B).
Definition 20. Let ϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U . If there does not exist conflict between (F , A) and
(G, B), i.e.,CPSϖ = φ andCPSω = φ, then ‘‘(F , A)OR (G, B)’’ denoted by (F , A)∨(G, B) is defined by (F , A)∨(G, B) = (H, A×B),
where H(ε1, ε2) = F(ε1) ∪ G(ε2), ∀(ε1, ε2) ∈ A× B.
Definition 21. Letϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U . If there exists conflict between (F , A) and (G, B), i.e.,
CPSϖ ≠ φ and CPSω ≠ φ, then ‘‘(F , A) OR (G, B) from the point of view of the soft set (F , A)’’ denoted by (F , A)∨F (G, B) is
defined by (F , A)∨F (G, B) = (H, A× (B− CPSω)), where H(ε1, ε2) = F(ε1) ∪ G(ε2), ∀(ε1, ε2) ∈ A× (B− CPSω).
Definition 22. Letϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U . If there exists conflict between (F , A) and (G, B), i.e.,
CPSϖ ≠ φ and CPSω ≠ φ, then ‘‘(F , A) OR (G, B) from the point of view of the soft set (G, B)’’ denoted by (F , A)∨S(G, B) is
defined by (F , A)∨S(G, B) = (H, (A− CPSϖ )× B), where H(ε1, ε2) = F(ε1) ∪ G(ε2), ∀(ε1, ε2) ∈ (A− CPSϖ )× B.
Obviously, if CPSϖ = φ and CPSω = φ, then we have that (F , A) ∨ (G, B) = (F , A)∨F (G, B) = (F , A)∨S(G, B).
Example 14. Letϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be the soft sets in Example 7, and O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be the domain ontology in
Example 7.
By Algorithm 1, we know that CPSω = {low level, low impact factor}. Therefore, according to Definition 18 we have the
following
(F , A)∧F (G, B) = (H, A × (B − CPSω)) = (H , {Web ontology languages, soft sets, decision making, high level, high impact
factor}×{description logics, soft set theory, semantics}), where H is defined as follows:
H(Web ontology languages, description logics) = F (Web ontology language) ∩ G(description logics) = {p1, p2, p4, p6} ∩
{p2, p3, p4} = {p2, p4}.
H(Web ontology languages, soft set theory)= {p1, p2, p4, p6} ∩ {p1, p2, p5} = {p1, p2}.
H(Web ontology languages, semantics)= {p1, p2, p4, p6} ∩ {p1, p2, p3, p4} = {p1, p2, p4}.
H(soft sets, description logics)= {p1, p2, p5, p6} ∩ {p2, p3, p4} = {p2}.
H(soft sets, soft set theory)= {p1, p2, p5, p6} ∩ {p1, p2, p5} = {p1, p2, p5}.
H(soft sets, semantics)= {p1, p2, p5, p6} ∩ {p1, p2, p3, p4} = {p1, p2}.
H(decision making, description logics)= {p2, p3, p4} ∩ {p2, p3, p4} = {p2, p3, p4}.
H(decision making, soft set theory)= {p2, p3, p4} ∩ {p1, p2, p5} = {p2}.
H(decision making, semantics)= {p2, p3, p4} ∩ {p1, p2, p3, p4} = {p2, p3, p4}.
H(high level, description logics)= {p2, p3, p5, p6} ∩ {p2, p3, p4} = {p2, p3}.
H(high level, soft set theory)= {p2, p3, p5, p6} ∩ {p1, p2, p5} = {p2, p5}.
H(high level, semantics)= {p2, p3, p5, p6} ∩ {p1, p2, p3, p4} = {p2, p3}.
H(high impact factor, description logics)= {p1, p3, p5, p6} ∩ {p2, p3, p4} = {p3}.
H(high impact factor, soft set theory)= {p1, p3, p5, p6} ∩ {p1, p2, p5} = {p1, p5}.
H(high impact factor, semantics)= {p1, p3, p5, p6} ∩ {p1, p2, p3, p4} = {p1, p3}.
Now we show some properties w.r.t. the above defined operations.
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Theorem 2. Let O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be a domain ontology, ϖ = (F , A), ω = (G, B), and ξ = (H, C) be three soft sets over U.
Then
(1) (F , A)uniondblE (F , A) = (F , A);
(2) (F , A)uniondblR(F , A) = (F , A);
(3) (F , A)eE (F , A) = (F , A);
(4) (F , A)eR(F , A) = (F , A);
(5) ((F , A) uniondblE (G, B))uniondblE (H, C) = (F , A) uniondblE ((G, B)uniondblE (H, C));
(6) ((F , A) uniondblEF (G, B)) uniondblEF (H, C) = (F , A)uniondblEF ((G, B)uniondblEF (H, C));
(7) ((F , A) uniondblES(G, B)) uniondblES(H, C) = (F , A) uniondblES((G, B)uniondblES(H, C));
(8) ((F , A) uniondblR(G, B)) uniondblR(H, C) = (F , A)uniondblR((G, B)uniondblR(H, C));
(9) ((F , A) eE (G, B))eE (H, C) = (F , A) eE ((G, B)eE (H, C));
(10) ((F , A) eEF (G, B)) eEF (H, C) = (F , A)eEF ((G, B)eEF (H, C));
(11) ((F , A) eES(G, B)) eES(H, C) = (F , A) eES((G, B)eES(H, C));
(12) ((F , A) eR(G, B)) eR(H, C) = (F , A)eR((G, B)eR(H, C));
(13) ((F , A) ∧ (G, B)) ∧ (H, C) = (F , A) ∧ ((G, B) ∧ (H, C));
(14) ((F , A)∧F (G, B))∧F (H, C) = (F , A)∧F ((G, B)∧F (H, C));
(15) ((F , A)∧S(G, B))∧S(H, C) = (F , A)∧S((G, B)∧S(H, C));
(16) ((F , A) ∨ (G, B)) ∨ (H, C) = (F , A) ∨ ((G, B) ∨ (H, C));
(17) ((F , A)∨F (G, B))∨F (H, C) = (F , A)∨F ((G, B)∨F (H, C));
(18) ((F , A)∨S(G, B))∨S(H, C) = (F , A)∨S((G, B)∨S(H, C)).
Proof. The proofs of (1)–(4) are straightforward.
The proofs of (5)–(8) are similar. In the following we only prove (6).
(6) Suppose that (F , A)uniondblEF (G, B) = (I,D), where D = A∪L(B− CPSω) and ∀ε ∈ D,
I(ε) =
F(ε), if ε ∈ A−L (B− CPSω)
G(ε), if ε ∈ (B− CPSω)−L A
F(ε) ∪ G(ε), if ε ∈ A∩L (B− CPSω).
Thus, ((F , A)uniondblEF (G, B))uniondblEF (H, C) = (I,D) uniondblEF (H, C).
Assume that (I,D) uniondblEF (H, C) = (J, E), where E = D∪L(C − CPSξ ) = (A∪L(B− CPSω))∪L(C − CPSξ ) and ∀α ∈ E,
J(α) =
I(α), if α ∈ D−L (C − CPSξ )
H(α), if α ∈ (C − CPSξ )−L D
I(α) ∪ H(α), if α ∈ D∩L (C − CPSξ ).
Therefore,
J(α) =
I(α), if α ∈ D−L (C − CPSξ )
H(α), if α ∈ (C − CPSξ )−L D
I(α) ∪ H(α), if α ∈ D∩L (C − CPSξ )
=

F(α), if α ∈ A−L (B− CPSω)−L (C − CPSξ )
G(α), if α ∈ (B− CPSω)−L A−L (C − CPSξ )
H(α), if α ∈ (C − CPSξ )−L A−L (B− CPSω)
F(α) ∪ G(α), if α ∈ (A∩L (B− CPSω))−L (C − CPSξ )
F(α) ∪ H(α), if α ∈ (A∩L (C − CPSξ ))−L (B− CPSω)
G(α) ∪ H(α), if α ∈ ((B− CPSω)∩L (C − CPSξ ))−L A
F(α) ∪ G(α) ∪ H(a), if α ∈ A∩L (B− CPSω)∩L (C − CPSξ )
Similarly, we assume that (G, B) uniondblEF (H, C) = (K ,M) = ζ , whereM = B∪L(C − CPSξ ) and ∀δ ∈ M ,
K(δ) =
F(δ), if δ ∈ B−L (C − CPSξ )
G(δ), if δ ∈ (C − CPSξ )−L B
F(δ) ∪ G(δ), if δ ∈ B∩L (C − CPSξ ).
Thus, (F , A)uniondblEF ((G, B)uniondblEF (H, C)) = (F , A)uniondblEF (K ,M).
Suppose that (F , A) uniondblEF (K ,M) = (L,N), where L = A∪L(M − CPSζ ) = A∪L((B∪L(C − CPSξ )) − CPSζ ). We can prove
that A∪L((B∪L(C − CPSξ ))− CPSζ ) = (A∪L(B− CPSω))∪L(C − CPSξ ) and ∀α ∈ L, J(α) = L(α).
Therefore, (J, E) = (L,N). That is, ((F , A)uniondblEF (G, B)) uniondblEF (H, C) = (F , A) uniondblEF ((G, B)uniondblEF (H, C)).
By using similar techniques, we can prove (9)–(18). 
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Theorem 3. Let O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be a domain ontology,ϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U, and A∩L B ≠ φ.
Then
(1) ((F , A)uniondblR(G, B))r = (F , A)r eR(G, B)r ;
(2) ((F , A)eR(G, B))r = (F , A)r uniondblR(G, B)r .
Proof. (1) Let (F , A) uniondblR(G, B) = (H, C), where H(ε) = F(ε) ∪ G(ε) for all ε ∈ C = A∩L B ≠ φ. Since ((F , A)uniondblR(G, B))r =
(H, C)r , by the definition of relative complement, for all ε ∈ C , we have that Hr(ε) = U − H(ε) = U − (F(ε) ∪ G(ε)) =
(U − F(ε)) ∩ (U − G(ε)).
Let (F , A)r eR(G, B)r = (F r , A)eR(Gr , B) = (I,D), where D = A∩L B and for all ε ∈ D, I(ε) = F r(ε) ∩ Gr(ε). By the
definition of relative complement, for all ε ∈ D, we have that I(ε) = (U − F(ε)) ∩ (U − G(ε)) = Hr(ε).
Therefore, ((F , A)uniondblR(G, B))r = (F , A)r eR(G, B)r .
(2) The proof is similar to that of (1). 
FromTheorem3weknow that the semantic operations relative complement, restricted union, and restricted intersection
in multiple soft sets under conflict satisfy the De Morgan’s laws. 
Theorem 4. Let O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be a domain ontology,ϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U. Then we have the
following properties:
(1) ((F , A)uniondblE (G, B))c = (F , A)c eE (G, B)c ;
(2) ((F , A)uniondblEF (G, B))c = (F , A)c eEF (G, B)c ;
(3) ((F , A)uniondblES(G, B))c = (F , A)c eES(G, B)c ;
(4) ((F , A)eE (G, B))c = (F , A)c uniondblE (G, B)c ;
(5) ((F , A)eEF (G, B))c = (F , A)c uniondblEF (G, B)c ;
(6) ((F , A)eES(G, B))c = (F , A)c uniondblES(G, B)c .
Proof. (1) Let (F , A)uniondblE (G, B) = (H, C), where C = A∪L B,∀ε ∈ C ,
H(ε) =
F(ε), if ε ∈ A−L B
G(ε), if ε ∈ B−L A
F(ε) ∪ G(ε), if ε ∈ A∩L B.
Then we have ((F , A)uniondblE (G, B))c = (H, C)c = (Hc, ⌉C), where Hc(α) = U − H (¬α), ∀α ∈⌉C . Since C = A∪L B, by the
property (2) of Theorem 1 we have ⌉C =⌉A∪L⌉B, thus (Hc, ⌉C) = (Hc, ⌉A∪L⌉B).
Since CPSϖ = φ and CPSω = φ, then we have that ⌉A∪L⌉B = {⌉A−L⌉B} ∪ {⌉B−L⌉A} ∪ {⌉A∩L⌉B} and {⌉A−L⌉B} ∩
{⌉B−L⌉A} ∩ {⌉A∩L⌉B} = φ. Therefore, we obtain the following
HC (α) =
U − H(¬α), if α ∈ ¬A−L ¬B
U − H(¬α), if α ∈ ¬B−L ¬A
U − H(¬α), if α ∈ ¬A∩L ¬B.
Since α ∈⌉C , then we have ¬α ∈ C . By the properties (1), (3), and (4) of Theorem 1, we have α ∈ (⌉A−L⌉B) iff
¬α ∈⌉(⌉A−L⌉B) iff ¬α ∈⌉(⌉(A−L B)) iff ¬α ∈ (A−L B), α ∈ (⌉B−L⌉A) iff ¬α ∈ (B−L A), and α ∈ (⌉A∩L⌉B) iff
¬α ∈⌉(⌉A∩L⌉B) iff ¬α ∈⌉(⌉(A∩L B)) iff ¬α ∈ (A∩L B). Hence, we have the following
HC (α) =
U − F(¬α), if ¬α ∈ A−L B
U − G(¬α), if ¬α ∈ B−L A
U − (F(¬α) ∪ G(¬α)), if ¬α ∈ A∩L B
=
U − F(¬α), if α ∈ ¬A−L ¬B
U − G(¬α), if α ∈ ¬B−L ¬A
(U − F(¬α)) ∩ (U − G(¬α)), if α ∈ ¬A∩L ¬B.
Again, (F , A)c eE (G, B)c = (F c, ⌉A) eE (Gc, ⌉B) = (I,D), where D =⌉A∪L⌉B,∀α ∈ D =⌉C ,
I(α) =
F c(α), if α ∈ ¬A−L ¬B
Gc(α), if α ∈ ¬B−L ¬A
F c(α) ∩ Gc(α), if α ∈ ¬A∩L ¬B
=
U − F(¬α), if α ∈ ¬A−L ¬B
U − G(¬α), if α ∈ ¬B−L ¬A
(U − F(¬α)) ∩ (U − G(¬α)), if α ∈ ¬A∩L ¬B
= Hc(α).
Therefore, ((F , A)uniondblE (G, B))c = (F , A)c eE (G, B)c .
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(2) Let (F , A)uniondblEF (G, B) = (H, C), where C = A∪L(B− CPSω) and ∀ε ∈ C ,
H(ε) =
F(ε), if ε ∈ A−L (B− CPSω)
G(ε), if ε ∈ (B− CPSω)−L A
F(ε) ∪ G(ε), if ε ∈ A∩L (B− CPSω).
.
Thenwe have ((F , A)uniondblEF (G, B))c = (H, C)c = (Hc, ⌉C), whereHc(α) = U−H(¬α), ∀α ∈⌉C . Since C = A∪L(B−CPSω),
by the property (2) of Theorem 1 we have ⌉C =⌉A∪L⌉(B− CPSω), thus (Hc, ⌉C) = (Hc, ⌉A∪L⌉(B− CPSω)).
Since CPSϖ ≠ φ and CPSω ≠ φ, then we have that ⌉A∪L⌉(B − CPSω) = {⌉A−L⌉(B − CPSω)} ∪ {⌉(B − CPSω)−L⌉A} ∪
{⌉A∩L⌉(B − CPSω)} and {⌉A−L⌉(B − CPSω)} ∩ {⌉(B − CPSω)−L⌉A} ∩ {⌉A∩L⌉(B − CPSω)} = φ. Therefore, we obtain the
following
HC (α) =
U − H(¬α), if α ∈ ¬A−L ¬(B− CPSω)
U − H(¬α), if α ∈ ¬(B− CPSω)−L ¬A
U − H(¬α), if α ∈ ¬A∩L ¬(B− CPSω).
Since α ∈⌉C , then we have ¬α ∈ C . By the properties (1), (3), and (4) of Theorem 1, we have α ∈ (⌉A−L⌉(B − CPSω))
iff ¬α ∈⌉(⌉A−L⌉(B − CPSω)) iff ¬α ∈⌉(⌉(A−L(B − CPSω))) iff ¬α ∈ (A−L(B − CPSω)), α ∈ (⌉(B − CPSω)−L⌉A) iff
¬α ∈ ((B − CPSω)−L A), and α ∈ (⌉A∩L⌉(B − CPSω)) iff ¬α ∈⌉(⌉A∩L⌉(B − CPSω)) iff ¬α ∈⌉(⌉(A∩L(B − CPSω))) iff
¬α ∈ (A∩L(B− CPSω)). Hence, we have the following
HC (α) =
U − F(¬α), if ¬α ∈ A−L (B− CPSω)
U − G(¬α), if ¬α ∈ (B− CPSω)−L A
U − (F(¬α) ∪ G(¬α)), if ¬α ∈ A∩L (B− CPSω)
=
U − F(¬α), if α ∈ ¬A−L ¬(B− CPSω)
U − G(¬α), if α ∈ ¬(B− CPSω)−L ¬A
(U − F(¬α)) ∩ (U − G(¬α)), if α ∈ ¬A∩L ¬(B− CPSω).
Again, (F , A)c eEF (G, B)c = (F c, ⌉A)eEF (Gc, ⌉B) = (I,D), where D =⌉A∪L(⌉B− CPSξ ), ξ = (Gc, ⌉B), ∀α ∈ D =⌉C ,
I(α) =
F c(α), if α ∈ ¬A−L (¬B− CPSξ )
Gc(α), if α ∈ (¬B− CPSξ )−L ¬A
F c(α) ∩ Gc(α), if α ∈ ¬A∩L (¬B− CPSξ )
=
F c(α), if α ∈ ¬A−L ¬(B− CPSω)
Gc(α), if α ∈ ¬(B− CPSω)−L ¬A
F c(α) ∩ Gc(α), if α ∈ ¬A∩L ¬(B− CPSω)
=
U − F(¬α), if α ∈ ¬A−L ¬(B− CPSω)
U − G(¬α), if α ∈ ¬(B− CPSω)−L ¬A
(U − F(¬α)) ∩ (U − G(¬α)), if α ∈ ¬A∩L ¬(B− CPSω)
= Hc(α).
Therefore, ((F , A) uniondblEF (G, B))c = (F , A)c eEF (G, B)c .
By using similar techniques, we can prove (3)–(6). 
From Theorem 4 we know that the semantic operations extended intersection, extended union, and complement in
multiple soft sets under conflict satisfy the De Morgan’s laws.
Theorem 5. Let O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be a domain ontology,ϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be two soft sets over U. Then we have the
following properties:
(1) ((F , A) ∨ (G, B))c = (F , A)c ∧ (G, B)c ;
(2) ((F , A)∨F (G, B))c = (F , A)c ∧F (G, B)c ;
(3) ((F , A)∨S(G, B))c = (F , A)c ∧S(G, B)c ;
(4) ((F , A) ∧ (G, B))c = (F , A)c ∨ (G, B)c ;
(5) ((F , A)∧F (G, B))c = (F , A)c ∨F (G, B)c ;
(6) ((F , A)∧S(G, B))c = (F , A)c ∨S(G, B)c .
Proof. (1) Let (F , A) ∨ (G, B) = (H, C), where C = A × B and for all (ε1, ε2) ∈ C,H(ε1, ε2) = F(ε1) ∪ G(ε2). Then
we have ((F , A) ∨ (G, B))c = (H, C)c = (Hc, ⌉C), where Hc(α1, α2) = U − H(¬(α1, α2)), ∀(α1, α2) ∈⌉C . Since
CPSϖ = φ, CPSω = φ, and C = A × B, then we have ⌉C =⌉(A × B) =⌉A×⌉B, thus (Hc, ⌉C) = (Hc, ⌉A×⌉B). Therefore,
Hc(¬ε1,¬ε2) = Hc(¬(ε1, ε2)) = U − H(ε1, ε2) = U − (F(ε1) ∪ G(ε2)) = (U − F(ε1)) ∩ (U − G(ε2)).
Again, (F , A)c ∧ (G, B)c = (F c, ⌉A) ∧ (Gc, ⌉B) = (I,D), where D =⌉A×⌉B,∀(¬ε1,¬ε2) ∈ D =⌉C, I(¬ε1,¬ε2) =
F c(¬ε1) ∩ Gc(¬ε2). By the definition of complement, we have F c(¬ε1) ∩ Gc (¬ε2) = (U − F(ε1)) ∩ (U − G(ε2)).
Consequently, Hc and I are the same operators. Thus, ((F , A) ∨ (G, B))c = (F , A)c ∧ (G, B)c .
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(2) Let (F , A)∨F (G, B) = (H, C), where C = A × (B − CPSω) and for all (ε1, ε2) ∈ C,H(ε1, ε2) = F(ε1) ∪ G(ε2).
Then we have ((F , A)∨F (G, B))c = (H, C)c = (Hc, ⌉C), where Hc(α1, α2) = U − H(¬(α1, α2)), ∀(α1, α2) ∈⌉C . Since
CPSϖ ≠ φ, CPSω ≠ φ, and C = A × (B − CPSω), then we have ⌉C =⌉(A × (B − CPSω)) =⌉A×⌉(B − CPSω), thus
(Hc, ⌉C) = (Hc, ⌉A×⌉(B − CPSω)). Therefore, Hc(¬ε1,¬ε2) = Hc (¬(ε1, ε2)) = U − H(ε1, ε2) = U − (F(ε1) ∪ G(ε2)) =
(U − F(ε1)) ∩ (U − G(ε2)).
Again, (F , A)c ∧F (G, B)c = (F c, ⌉A)∧F (Gc, ⌉B) = (I,D), where D =⌉A×⌉(B − CPSω), ∀(¬ε1,¬ε2) ∈ D =⌉C,
I(¬ε1,¬ε2) = F c(¬ε1)∩Gc (¬ε2). By the definition of complement, we have F c(¬ε1)∩Gc(¬ε2) = (U−F(ε1))∩(U−G(ε2)).
Therefore, Hc and I are the same operators. Thus, ((F , A)∨F (G, B))c = (F , A)c ∧F (G, B)c .
(3) Let (F , A)∨S(G, B) = (H, C), where C = (A − CPSϖ ) × B and for all (ε1, ε2) ∈ C,H(ε1, ε2) = F(ε1) ∪ G(ε2).
Then we have ((F , A)∨S(G, B))c = (H, C)c = (Hc, ⌉C), where Hc(α1, α2) = U − H(¬(α1, α2)), ∀(α1, α2) ∈⌉C . Since
CPSϖ ≠ φ, CPSω ≠ φ, and C = (A − CPSϖ ) × B, then we have ⌉C =⌉((A − CPSϖ ) × B) =⌉(A − CPSϖ )×⌉B, thus
(Hc, ⌉C) = (Hc, ⌉(A − CPSϖ )×⌉B). Therefore, Hc(¬ε1,¬ε2) = Hc(¬(ε1, ε2)) = U − H(ε1, ε2) = U − (F(ε1) ∪ G(ε2)) =
(U − F(ε1)) ∩ (U − G(ε2)).
Again, (F , A)c ∧S(G, B)c = (F c, ⌉A)∧S(Gc, ⌉B) = (I,D), whereD =⌉(A−CPSϖ )×⌉B,∀(¬ε1,¬ε2) ∈ D =⌉C, I(¬ε1,¬ε2)
= F c(¬ε1) ∩ Gc (¬ε2). By the definition of complement, we have F c(¬ε1) ∩ Gc(¬ε2) = (U − F(ε1)) ∩ (U − G(ε2)).
Hence, Hc and I are the same operators. Thus, ((F , A)∨S(G, B))c = (F , A)c ∧S(G, B)c .
(4) Let (F , A) ∧ (G, B) = (H, A × B), where C = A × B and for all (ε1, ε2) ∈ C,H(ε1, ε2) = F(ε1) ∩ G(ε2).
Then we have ((F , A) ∧ (G, B))c = (H, C)c = (Hc, ⌉C), where Hc(α1, α2) = U − H(¬(α1, α2)), ∀(α1, α2) ∈⌉C . Since
CPSϖ = φ, CPSω = φ, and C = A × B, then we have ⌉C =⌉(A × B) =⌉A×⌉B, thus (Hc, ⌉C) = (Hc, ⌉A×⌉B). Therefore,
Hc(¬ε1,¬ε2) = Hc(¬(ε1, ε2)) = U − H(ε1, ε2) = U − (F(ε1) ∩ G(ε2)) = (U − F(ε1)) ∪ (U − G(ε2)).
Again, (F , A)c ∨ (G, B)c = (F c, ⌉A) ∨ (Gc, ⌉B) = (I,D), where D =⌉A×⌉B,∀(¬ε1,¬ε2) ∈ D =⌉C, I(¬ε1,¬ε2) =
F c(¬ε1) ∪ Gc(¬ε2). By the definition of complement, we have F c(¬ε1) ∪ Gc (¬ε2) = (U − F(ε1)) ∪ (U − G(ε2)).
Consequently, Hc and I are the same operators. Thus, ((F , A) ∧ (G, B))c = (F , A)c ∨ (G, B)c .
(5) Let (F , A)∧F (G, B) = (H, C), where C = A × (B − CPSω) and for all (ε1, ε2) ∈ C,H(ε1, ε2) = F(ε1) ∩ G(ε2).
Then we have ((F , A)∧F (G, B))c = (H, C)c = (Hc, ⌉C), where Hc(α1, α2) = U − H(¬(α1, α2)), ∀(α1, α2) ∈⌉C . Since
CPSϖ ≠ φ, CPSω ≠ φ, and C = A × (B − CPSω), then we have ⌉C =⌉(A × (B − CPSω)) =⌉A×⌉(B − CPSω), thus
(Hc, ⌉C) = (Hc, ⌉A×⌉(B − CPSω)). Therefore, Hc(¬ε1,¬ε2) = Hc(¬(ε1, ε2)) = U − H(ε1, ε2) = U − (F(ε1) ∩ G(ε2)) =
(U − F(ε1)) ∪ (U − G(ε2)).
Again, (F , A)c ∨F (G, B)c = (F c, ⌉A)∨F (Gc, ⌉B) = (I,D), where D =⌉A×⌉(B − CPSω),∀(¬ε1,¬ε2) ∈ D =⌉C,
I(¬ε1,¬ε2) = F c(¬ε1)∪Gc(¬ε2). By the definition of complement, we have F c(¬ε1)∪Gc(¬ε2) = (U−F(ε1))∪(U−G(ε2)).
Therefore, Hc and I are the same operators. Thus, ((F , A)∧F (G, B))c = (F , A)c ∨F (G, B)c .
(6) Let (F , A)∧S(G, B) = (H, C), where C = (A − CPSϖ ) × B and for all (ε1, ε2) ∈ C,H(ε1, ε2) = F(ε1) ∩ G(ε2).
Then we have ((F , A)∧S(G, B))c = (H, C)c = (Hc, ⌉C), where Hc(α1, α2) = U − H(¬(α1, α2)),∀(α1, α2) ∈⌉C . Since
CPSϖ ≠ φ, CPSω ≠ φ, and C = (A − CPSϖ ) × B, then we have ⌉C =⌉((A − CPSϖ ) × B) =⌉(A − CPSϖ )×⌉B, thus
(Hc, ⌉C) = (Hc, ⌉(A − CPSϖ )×⌉B). Therefore, Hc(¬ε1,¬ε2) = Hc(¬(ε1, ε2)) = U − H(ε1, ε2) = U − (F(ε1) ∩ G(ε2)) =
(U − F(ε1)) ∪ (U − G(ε2)).
Again, (F , A)c ∨S(G, B)c = (F c, ⌉A)∨S(Gc, ⌉B) = (I,D), whereD =⌉(A−CPSϖ )×⌉B,∀(¬ε1,¬ε2) ∈ D =⌉C, I(¬ε1,¬ε2)
= F c(¬ε1) ∪ Gc(¬ε2). By the definition of complement, we have F c(¬ε1) ∪ Gc(¬ε2) = (U − F(ε1)) ∪ (U − G(ε2)).
Hence, Hc and I are the same operators. Thus, ((F , A)∧S(G, B))c = (F , A)c ∨S(G, B)c . 
From Theorem 5 we know that the semantic operations AND, OR, and complement in multiple soft sets under conflict
satisfy the De Morgan’s laws.
Example 15. Letϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) be the soft sets in Example 7, and O = ⟨RB, T B⟩ be the domain ontology in
Example 7.
By Algorithm 1, we know that By Algorithm 1, we know that CPSϖ = {high level, high impact factor} and CPSω = {low
level, low impact factor}.
According to Definition 18 we have the following.
(F , A)∧F (G, B) = (H, A × (B − CPSω)) = (H , {Web ontology languages, soft sets, decision making, high level, high impact
factor}×{description logics, soft set theory, semantics}), where H is defined in Example 14.
((F , A)∧F (G, B))c = (H, A × (B − CPSω))c = (Hc, ⌉{Web ontology languages, soft sets, decision making, high level, high
impact factor}×⌉{description logics, soft set theory, semantics}), where Hc is defined as follows:
Hc(¬Webontology languages,¬description logics)
= U − H (Web ontology language, description logics)
= U − {p2, p4}
= {p1, p3, p5, p6}.
Hc(¬Web ontology languages,¬soft set theory) = U − {p1, p2} = {p3, p4, p5, p6}.
Hc(¬Web ontology languages,¬semantics) = U − {p1, p2, p4} = {p3, p5, p6}.
Hc(¬soft sets,¬description logics) = U − {p2} = {p1, p3, p4, p5, p6}.
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Hc(¬soft sets,¬soft set theory) = U − {p1, p2, p5} = {p3, p4, p6}.
Hc(¬soft sets,¬semantics) = U − {p1, p2} = {p3, p4, p5, p6}.
Hc(¬decision making,¬description logics) = U − {p2, p3, p4} = {p1, p5, p6}.
Hc(¬decision making,¬soft set theory) = U − {p2} = {p1, p3, p4, p5, p6}.
Hc(¬decision making,¬semantics) = U − {p2, p3, p4} = {p1, p5, p6}.
Hc(¬high level,¬description logics) = U − {p2, p3} = {p1, p4, p5, p6}.
Hc(¬high level,¬soft set theory) = U − {p2, p5} = {p1, p3, p4, p6}.
Hc(¬high level,¬semantics) = U − {p2, p3} = {p1, p4, p5, p6}.
Hc(¬high impact factor,¬description logics) = U − {p3} = {p1, p2, p4, p5, p6}.
Hc(¬high impact factor,¬soft set theory) = U − {p1, p5} = {p2, p3, p4, p6}.
Hc(¬high impact factor,¬semantics) = U − {p1, p3} = {p2, p4, p5, p6}.
(F , A)c ∨F (G, B)c = (F c, ⌉A)∨F (Gc, ⌉B) = (I, ⌉A×⌉(B−CPSω))= (I, ⌉ {Web ontology languages, soft sets, decisionmaking,
high level, high impact factor}×⌉{description logics, soft set theory, semantics}), where I is defined as follows:
I(¬Web ontology languages,¬description logics)
= (U − F(Web ontology languages)) ∪ (U − G(description logics))
= (U − {p1, p2, p4, p6}) ∪ (U − {p2, p3, p4})
= {p1, p3, p5, p6}.
I(¬Web ontology languages,¬soft set theory) = (U − {p1, p2, p4, p6}) ∪ (U − {p1, p2, p5})
= {p3, p4, p5, p6}.
I(¬Web ontology languages,¬semantics) = (U − {p1, p2, p4, p6}) ∪ (U − {p1, p2, p3, p4})
= {p3, p5, p6}.
I(¬soft sets,¬description logics) = (U − {p1, p2, p5, p6}) ∪ (U − {p2, p3, p4})
= {p1, p3, p4, p5, p6}.
I(¬soft sets,¬soft set theory) = (U − {p1, p2, p5, p6}) ∪ (U − {p1, p2, p5})
= {p3, p4, p6}.
I(¬soft sets,¬semantics) = (U − {p1, p2, p5, p6}) ∪ (U − {p1, p2, p3, p4})
= {p3, p4, p5, p6}.
I(¬decision making,¬description logics) = (U − {p2, p3, p4}) ∪ (U − {p2, p3, p4})
= {p1, p5, p6}.
I(¬decision making,¬soft set theory) = (U − {p2, p3, p4}) ∪ (U − {p1, p2, p5})
= {p1, p3, p4, p5, p6}.
I(¬decision making,¬semantics) = (U − {p2, p3, p4}) ∪ (U − {p1, p2, p3, p4})
= {p1, p5, p6}.
I(¬high level,¬description logics) = (U − {p2, p3, p5, p6}) ∪ (U − {p2, p3, p4})
= {p1, p4, p5, p6}.
I(¬high level,¬soft set theory) = (U − {p2, p3, p5, p6}) ∪ (U − {p1, p2, p5})
= {p1, p3, p4, p6}.
I(¬high level,¬semantics) = (U − {p2, p3, p5, p6}) ∪ (U − {p1, p2, p3, p4})
= {p1, p4, p5, p6}.
I(¬high impact factor,¬description logics) = (U − {p1, p3, p5, p6}) ∪ (U − {p2, p3, p4})
= {p1, p2, p4, p5, p6}.
I(¬high impact factor,¬soft set theory) = (U − {p1, p3, p5, p6}) ∪ (U − {p1, p2, p5})
= {p2, p3, p4, p6}.
I(¬high impact factor,¬semantics) = (U − {p1, p3, p5, p6}) ∪ (U − {p1, p2, p3, p4})
= {p2, p4, p5, p6}.
Clearly, Hc and I are the same operators. Thus, ((F , A)∧F (G, B))c = (F , A)c ∨F (G, B)c .
5. Implementation
In this section we discuss the implementation problem of semantic operations of multiple soft sets under conflict.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the implementation of semantic operations under conflict.
From the definitions of semantic operations of multiple soft sets under conflict (see Section 4), we know that the
implementation of semantic operations needs to use reasoning of DLs. For example, we need to obtain the conflicted
parameters CPSϖ and CPSω of two soft sets ϖ = (F , A) and ω = (G, B) by using DL reasoners such as Pellet [47] and
HermiT [48]. We need to compute the parameter sets A∪L B and A∩L B from the soft sets (F , A) and (G, B) by using DL
reasoners.
Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of the implementation of semantic operations of multiple soft sets under conflict.
Computational complexity of the semantic operations of multiple soft sets under conflict by using DL reasoning
is conditioned by complexity of reasoning in domain ontology. Regarding the reasoning complexity of ontologies (DL
knowledge bases), the interested reader is referred to [38] for more details.
6. Conclusion
Molodtsov initiated the concept of soft set theory, which can be used as a generic mathematical tool for dealing with
uncertainty. To extend the expressive power of soft sets, ontology-based soft sets are presented. More concretely, we can
translate a DL-ontology into a (ontology-based) soft set. Obviously, we have to construct a DL-ontology which includes
intensional knowledge (i.e., RBox and TBox) and extensional knowledge (i.e., ABox) firstly. Then we can get a (ontology-
based) soft set. However, in practical applications of soft sets, users may not like or do not need to build the ABox of DL-
ontology. In this paper we investigate semantic operations of multiple standard soft sets by using domain ontology (i.e.,
DL-RBox and DL-TBox). Concretely, we give some semantic operations such as complement, restricted difference, extended
union, restricted intersection, restricted union, extended intersection, AND, and OR for (multiple) standard soft sets from a
semantic point of view. Especially, we also present an approach to deal with conflict from a semantic point of viewwhenwe
define these semantic operations. Moreover, we prove that certain De Morgan’s laws hold in soft sets w.r.t. these semantic
operations under conflict.
As far as future directions are concerned, these will include defining some semantic operations for multiple fuzzy soft
sets [24,25,10] based on fuzzy ontologies [46,41]. Especially, since soft sets have potential applications in many different
fields such as decision making, forecasting, and data analysis, naturally, how to apply the semantic operations in soft sets
presented in this paper in these fields will also be pursued.
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